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Ye Chen glanced at Zhu Yuan and said, "I'll come right away. By the means of Jiang Meiyin, I want to take 

our lives. I've already started. There's no need to make such a big detour. You wait for me!" 

 

Ye Chen gave a few words of advice, which was to walk with the old crane to the depths of xuanmie hall. 

 

...... 

 

At the same time, silence hall. 

 

"Temple Lord, qinglaiyu sent back a message that the 'key' on Zhu Yuan's body did not move, but saw a 

mysterious young man fighting with Jiang chanzi. Then Jiang Meiyin appeared and took his brother!" 

 

Hearing this sentence, Emperor Fenghua's eyes flashed a cold light. He suppressed his temper and 

turned to ask, "where are the people in the forbidden area?" 

 

"The movement is getting smaller and smaller. It should be about to leave the pass!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua smiled, "it doesn't matter if you lose the key. When the Taishen leaves the pass, the 

xuanmie hall is worthless. I have my own arrangement, keep an eye on the forbidden area, and let me 

know as soon as I have news!" 

 

"Yes!" 

 

"Hahahaha, Emperor seal, xuanmie hall, Jiang Meiyin!" 

 



"Fight for thousands of years, everyone is making wedding clothes for me. You have entered this 

bureau, and you can't get it back!" 

 

...... 

 

Screen rotation. 

 

Xuanmie hall. 

 

Jiang Mei looked at Ye Chen with beautiful eyes and said faintly, "in fact, not long ago, the emperor of 

the emperor's family of the supreme world also came." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and immediately said, "Lord Jiang, have you seen emperor Luo?" 

 

In the hall, ye Chen's voice echoed in the empty house, only he and the exciting woman in front of him. 

 

"Yes, alliance!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin said, ye Chen suddenly felt bad, which is not good news. 

 

"Little guy, if you have that strength, my sister doesn't mind forming an alliance with you. Let's have a 

close contact, hehe!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin looked at Ye Chen, and the implication was that you want to form an alliance, but it's not 

enough to see. 

 

"Previously, the emperor family did not hesitate to invite all the strong men in the entire Dan domain to 

refine medicine, but stopped at the critical moment. Do you know why?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes turned and asked in reverse. 



 

"Oh? It seems that you know the answer, little brother!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin was also very confused about this. Could it be that the Lord of reincarnation came, and 

there were unexpected gains? 

 

"The legendary imperial seal of the emperor's family is now here." 

 

Ye Chen thought carefully and said slowly. 

 

Jiang Meiyin's expression paused, that ethereal legend? 

 

It turned out to be true! 

 

"Moreover, the imperial seal is now in... The hall of silence!" Ye Chen stretched out his fingers and finally 

pointed in a direction. 

 

"Seriously?" Jiang Meiyin's voice at the moment was a little cold. 

 

At that time, the glory of the emperor's family was no less than that of today's wanxu, and this emperor 

seal was extremely mysterious, and it was even said that it came from the age of the nine gods. 

 

If someone in the imperial family breaks the secret of the imperial seal, it will break the current pattern 

of the Taishang world! 

 

And she xuanmie hall, and the emperor family once had a grudge, may bear the brunt! 

 

"That elder was kind to me. Now he is trapped in the hall of extinction by Emperor Fenghua. I'm afraid 

that emperor Fenghua will attack him!" 

 



Ye Chen's face was heavy, but he didn't add anything to his words and told them all. 

 

Although he wrote half of his name on the tablet of Tai Jun Feng Shen and was blessed, his cultivation 

was lower than those of the strong. 

 

At present, it is undoubtedly the most beneficial to find allies. 

 

Seeing Jiang Meiyin already had the idea of heart beating, ye Chen then analyzed: 

 

"Once emperor Fenghua succeeds, the power of emperor seal can make him command the whole 

family, and his strength will soar!" 

 

"At that time, do you think xuanmie hall can still stand here stably because of the gratitude and 

resentment between xuanmie hall and jimie hall?" 

 

Jiang Meiyin shivered at the words. 

 

"Is that man sure to be in the silence hall?" Jiang Meiyin asked again. 

 

Ye Chen nodded gently, "yes, I also want to save the life of that elder. As the saying goes, the enemy of 

the enemy is a friend!" 

 

"I have a problem!" Jiang Meiyin had already determined the credibility of Ye Chen's words in her heart. 

 

"Lord Jiang, please speak!" Ye chendao. 

 

Jiang Meiyin's expression was complex, and her previous soft and charming appearance was no longer: 

"do you have a chance to attack Tianxuan realm now? Your Baijia realm has such strength on the ninth 

floor of the sky. If you attack Tianxuan realm, I'm afraid the combat power will be more terrifying. It's 

more difficult for the feather emperor and Wutian to kill you." 

 



Ye Chen shook his head: "there is still some distance, and there is no way to impact this situation in a 

short time." 

 

"Well, Lord of reincarnation, I can help you, but I also have one condition!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin whispered and looked at Ye Chen. 

 

"I helped you save the man. Afterwards, you go with me to a place. Don't ask, don't refuse. Do as I ask 

you!" 

 

"Can you do it?" 

 

The figure sitting quietly on the chief stood up, and the snow-white dress danced, and there was a flash 

of killing intention. Ye Chen had no doubt that if she refused, the woman would probably kill herself. 

 

"Lord Jiang, don't worry. Since it's a sincere deal, I'll naturally abide by the agreement, no problem!" 

 

Ye Chen's words arrived, but he felt that if there was no killing intention. He could feel the threat all the 

time. As soon as the conversation turned, he said forcefully: 

 

"Dare you ask the hall Lord, where is the place left behind?" 

 

Boom! 

 

At the moment of the exit of the word "dead and secluded land", a vast will was instantly pressed down. 

Even with the reincarnation holy soul and heavenly protection, ye Chen was still affected for a few 

points! 

 

"What a terrible smell, it seems that I underestimated her!" 

 

Ye Chen reincarnation holy soul heaven protector. 



 

The wings of freedom behind us shine and disperse unknown. 

 

"What the hell do you know!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin was like a cold banished fairy at the moment, and her snow-white dress showed 

indifference and sanctity. 
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Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, undaunted, and continued, "I not only know the place of death, but 

also the scroll of the holy Qi." 

 

He is betting that his judgment is not wrong. This is a big bet. Once he loses, the price will be very high. 

He already knows the weakness of the woman in front of him. 

 

"Sure enough!" Feeling the diffuse murderous intention dispersed, ye Chen knew that he had won the 

bet, and it was really the holy Qi scroll. 

 

"How did you know?" 

 

Ye Chen shrugged: "Lord Jiang, many things are better to keep a mysterious veil!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin, who removed her coercion, snorted coldly: 

 

"Little guy, you are really a goblin who can handle people!" Jiang Meiyin's expression changed, and her 

original cynical and charming appearance was restored. 

 

Ye Chen sighed darkly, you are a demon, but he dared not say it, just dared to think about it. 



 

"That emperor's cultivation is extremely high, but in the previous war, he lost his body and lived 

underground like a street mouse. If it weren't for the protection of the silent hall, I could crush him at 

any time!" 

 

"However, since you want to hide and rob people in the silence hall, it's not easy to bring people out 

alive!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin spoke slowly. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly and smiled faintly: "Lord Jiang, it's hard to have a try, isn't it? In case he 

was really defeated by the emperor and the emperor, over time, the position of the world's ruins may 

change!" 

 

"It's true that you have to do it anyway. It's better to try it with the help of the Lord of reincarnation's 

adverse weather." 

 

Jiang Meiyin casually said that ye Chen was also stunned. 

 

"Bring your friends in, and enjoy your cooperation!" 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, silence hall. 

 

With a startling explosion, half of the forbidden area was instantly ablaze, and countless rainbow lights 

rushed and roared, which was very terrible! 

 

"Temple Lord, the man in the forbidden area is going out!" 

 

In front of emperor Fenghua, a servant reported the news. 



 

"Go and have a look!" 

 

His body floated past, and there was a faint breath of death in front of the silent hall, which made the 

servants beside him almost nauseated. 

 

The owner of the silent hall, which seems to have infinite scenery, has gradually come to the end of his 

life! 

 

Magic ancestor Wutian still has containers! 

 

And he has no suitable container yet! 

 

And Taishen, who left the forbidden area, is also a member of the emperor's family and holds the 

emperor's seal. Undoubtedly, it is the best container! 

 

Boom. 

 

The sky and the earth are all shining with purple light, which is extremely dazzling. 

 

"Temple Lord!" 

 

"Temple Lord!" 

 

"Temple Lord!" 

 

Several elders of the silent hall guarding in the dark bowed down when they saw the dignified middle-

aged man. 

 



"Hahahaha, the heaven will not die, I annihilate the hall, and the emperor's line of rejuvenation is 

expected!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua waved his hand and smiled genially at the people around him. Not far in front of him, 

in the forbidden area that collapsed into a desolate area, he stood in a purple figure, with a purple light 

flashing on his head, like a crown. 

 

"Hoo!" 

 

A trace of doubt flashed in Taishen's eyes, but it was soon hidden. Seeing emperor Fenghua smiling at 

each other, he asked: 

 

"How is my disciple Zhu Yuan?" 

 

Emperor Fenghua's face froze and prevaricated, "this matter..." 

 

"During your retreat, Zhu Yuan met the people in xuanmie hall!" 

 

Taishen's face sank, but he was still patient after hearing emperor Fenghua's explanation, "mysterious 

youth appears?" 

 

"This Jiang Meiyin is very powerful?" 

 

Emperor Fenghua nodded gently: "the old opponent, but the mysterious man, is very strange. After the 

fierce battle with Jiang chanzi, Jiang Meiyin appeared, my man..." his eyes flashed, and then he said, 

"she killed him!" 

 

"What!" Taishen's blood surged in his chest, and his face flushed. He was looked at by Emperor Fenghua. 

The latter raised his eyebrows and asked, "your emperor seal, there is no perfect fusion?" 

 

"Well, somewhere, there seems to be a force blocking me. When I look for it with my heart, it 

disappears invisibly!" 



 

Taishen was also very helpless. He had not heard the news of Zhu Yuan for a long time, which made him 

even more unable to concentrate on reclining. 

 

"This is the light God leaf wind powder in my silence hall. The source can be traced back to the age of 

the nine gods. Although the effect is not as terrible as that era, it also has the miraculous effect of 

calming and concentrating. Take it!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua handed Taishen a bottle. The gentle breath was just a glance, which made people feel 

comfortable. 

 

"Well." 

 

Taishen didn't be polite to Emperor Fenghua. He went directly to Guangshen Lingfeng powder, and 

swallowed it. A gentle breath spread in the Dantian, and the feeling of crisp and numb nourished the 

lungs. 

 

Emperor Fenghua laughed: "don't worry, although Zhu Yuan was taken away by the mysterious man, 

they should not be with xuanmie hall, otherwise they won't fight with Jiang chanzi, fighting for life and 

death!" 

 

"I have been followed by someone. A martial artist in Baijia territory, Zhu Yuan is not a vegetarian!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua signaled that Taishen was relieved. 

 

Hearing the description of emperor Fenghua, Taishen's heart was filled with monstrous waves, and a 

figure appeared in his mind: 

 

Ye Chen! 

 

Baijia realm cultivation, sword cultivation, step-by-step combat! 

 



In this super world, there is no one but the God of reincarnation who oppresses the young generation. 

 

Will ye Chen be bad for Zhu Yuan? 

 

He won't believe it if he kills him. This emperor Fenghua is lying! 

 

Ye Chen and Zhu Yuan meet. Emperor Fenghua has never seen Ye Chen. It's not too much to speculate, 

but why not come to jimie hall to find him? 

 

Is... This emperor's style weird! 

 

"Why, do you know the mysterious man?" Emperor Fenghua saw Taishen suddenly silent and asked with 

a smile. 

 

Too God pondered for a long time, but shook his head: "I was thinking that there are many young 

Tianjiao in the world, and even such a troublemaker halfway!" 

 

"Is there any news about the mysterious man? Since he has such excellent combat power, he must not 

be an unknown person. I believe his background should not be difficult to check in this world!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua also nodded: "the elders of the silence hall, I have asked them to check what can be 

sent out, and I believe there will be results soon." 

 

"Since that man took so much trouble to abduct Zhu Yuan, he must have a plan. He will never easily take 

his life. As soon as the news comes, we will act immediately!" 

 

Taishen saw that the man's breath in front of him was quite disordered, and there was a breath of death 

in his words, which was also a deep voice: 

 

"How is your situation?" 

 



"I don't care. It's you. The miraculous effect of Guangshen leaf powder should be of great benefit. Try 

again, can you refine the imperial seal!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua waved his hand. Seeing that Taishen was silent, he stared at himself all the time. He 

also smiled: "this xuanmie hall is not simple. If I make a move next time, I will be defeated by my own 

strength!" 

 

Taishen nodded slightly, turned and walked towards emperor Fenghua's courtyard: "I'll go to your place 

and shut up. If you have news, remember to inform me!" 

 

Seeing that the striking purple shirt disappeared at the end of his sight, Emperor Fenghua's eyes were 

cloudy and he said with a grim smile: 

 

"Leaf powder is a good thing!" 
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...... 

 

Xuanmie hall. 

 

"Just now, the news came back that many elders were sent out by the silence hall, looking for 

something!" 

 

In xuanmie hall, the old man in black, who is respected as crane old, said something to Jiang Meiyin. 

When the conversation turned, he frowned: "but it seems that it's more like... Acting!" 

 

"But at the moment, the guard of the silence hall is empty, but it is true. Although those old things are 

not far from the boundary of the silence hall, if they return, it will take time." 

 

He Lao also vaguely guessed what deal the temple Lord had reached with the Lord of reincarnation. 



 

"Then the crane is old. Drag those people out as long as possible!" Jiang Meiyin gently warned that this 

was a good opportunity not to be missed for rescuing the man Ye Chen said. 

 

"Lord Jiang, since I said cooperation, I also prepared a big gift for the elders of xuanmie hall!" 

 

In front of the hall, the setting sun shines, and ye Chen's back is very long, giving people a sense of 

inexplicable peace of mind. 

 

"Huh?" At this moment, Jiang Meiyin was vaguely attracted by Ye Chen's temperament. That face 

seemed to be so pure after thousands of hardships. 

 

Whoosh! 

 

A flash of streamer appeared, and old crane's mind emerged, and even the old man, who was used to 

seeing countless storms, was surprised: 

 

"This is the formula of killing heaven array!?" 

 

"The Lord of reincarnation's understanding of Brahma's divine power is so terrible!" 

 

Old crane said, and Jiang Meiyin on the other side was also instantly dull. 

 

Many people know the formula of the Lord of reincarnation. 

 

But most people don't know that ye Chen has got the tablet of the heavenly king! 

 

His understanding of the formation formula of Brahma divine power has also reached an unprecedented 

level. 

 



"Hiss!" 

 

Old crane first reacted and said to Jiang Meiyin, "Lord, if you have this blessing, it's not just a drag." 

 

"I personally killed all the remaining evils in the hall of silence!" 

 

At this moment, the ugly old man in black was full of blood and light in his eyes. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I'm afraid your attainments in the array formula will catch up with the ancient 

emperor Yu Huang. How did you do it?" 

 

Jiang Meiyin is more and more interested in the reincarnation Lord in front of her. 

 

"Just luck." Ye Chen smiled and explained. 

 

"The younger generation is formidable!" 

 

Old crane's eyes looked at Ye Chen and revealed four words faintly. 

 

He, who is not good at words, gave Ye Chen such a comment. 

 

"If you didn't lie, then today's emperor Fenghua alone can't be my enemy, and it's time to end this cause 

and effect!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin looked at Ye Chen with a smile, and suddenly all kinds of love. 

 

...... 

 

An hour later. 



 

In the hall of silence, the vision suddenly broke out. 

 

The cross legged Taishen's body exploded, and the purple divine awn wrapped the ancient vicissitudes 

of the word "emperor". 

 

"Ye Feng San!" Suddenly, he opened his eyes, and a trace of blood flowed out of the corner of his 

mouth. The color was flashing purple, and it faded faintly. 

 

"Careless!" 

 

It was too late for him to find emperor Fenghua upset and kind-hearted. 

 

Although the gentle smell of the leaf powder has a miraculous effect on the operation of Zhou Tian, it is 

also unconsciously stripping and weakening his blood force. 

 

"Senior!" 

 

A familiar call suddenly sounded in my ear. 

 

Too God opened his eyes, not far from him, it was Ye Chen! 

 

"You?" Purple shirt middle-aged some incredible, this boy even lost his breath, and even he can hide it? 

 

Too God looked at Ye Chen in surprise. This was not a hidden breath. He really didn't have any breath. 

He didn't even show vitality. It was very strange! 

 

"Zhu Yuan is all right. This jimie hall can't wait. Emperor Luo is also nearby!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't explain too much. Leaving now is the most important thing. 



 

"Alas!" 

 

"I know too late. I fell into the emperor's plan. What he really planned was the emperor's seal!" 

 

Too God smiled bitterly, and immediately a touch of blood flickered in the void, with a faint feeling of 

stripping. 

 

"That guy didn't know when he planted a seed in my Dantian. Although this force was mild, it was 

washing my blood force. Now I can't urge the emperor seal!" 

 

"If we really fight, we are not rivals!" 

 

Ye Chen smiled mysteriously: "I invited experts to help me. This time, first solve the silence hall!" 

 

"Time is short. I'm afraid that emperor Luo of the emperor's family will receive the news and come after 

him. Leave here first!" 

 

Boom! 

 

A strong breath was photographed. Under the endless broken soil, a figure rushed out and said madly, 

"Jiang Meiyin, dare you!" 

 

At this time, Emperor Fenghua's eyes were red with blood, and two lines of blood and tears shot out a 

killing awn. He was originally dignified. At the moment, his long hair kept falling off, and half of his head 

was shiny. 

 

His whole body was covered with blood light, burning blood gas! 

 

"People are neither people nor ghosts. I'll give you a ride!" Jiang Meiyin saw emperor Fenghua's 

appearance, and a trace of disgust flashed between her eyes. 



 

"Ah!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua roared. His mutilated body was the end of a powerful crossbow. He was attacked by 

Jiang Meiyin and was on the verge of breaking. 

 

He is burning the last strength of his residual body, climbing the fighting spirit to the extreme, in order 

to fight. 

 

"Break the boat?" Ye Chen 
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Emperor Fenghua came to such an end, why not yourself and Jiang chanzi? 

 

It looks like scenery, but it has lost the hope of going to no time and space forever! 

 

Jiang Meiyin slapped her bare hand, and then hit the sky, and the fierce light instantly tore open the 

blood light that wrapped the emperor's elegance. 

 

"Hahaha!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua laughed wildly, and every inch of his skin was full of terrible divine light, as if he would 

crack himself at any time, full of the breath of destruction. 

 

His remaining light glanced at Taishen and ye Chen: "you are the mysterious young man, sure enough, 

Emperor Haishan!" 

 



"You never forget this imperial seal, and you have already been possessed!" Taishen shook his head, and 

the essence in emperor Fenghua's eyes was frozen. Although the momentum was rising, it was a flash in 

the pan. 

 

Around emperor Fenghua, bloody chains of rules set him off. That's his way! 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. Where did such a sick guy get such strong power? 

 

That seemingly broken body can bear the blessing of the rule power of the road! 

 

No, it's weird! 

 

Bang! 

 

Jiang Meiyin in the void obviously also noticed the abnormality. With a palm out, Wan daoshen's light 

flowed between the palms, and the shock of heaven and earth flashed through the emperor's chest. 

 

Click. 

 

The chains of bloody rules seemed to be broken, countless bloody breath dissipated, an invisible shadow 

flickered, and the emperor's demeanor gradually became ferocious. 

 

"What kind of beast is that?" 

 

Ye Chen can be confident that the power is extremely powerful, like some kind of monstrous beast from 

nameless time and space. 

 

Boom! 

 



Emperor Fenghua twitched his body like a puddle of mud and shook Jiang Meiyin hard. Time and space 

began to break. The whole mountain range was lit up with countless stars. At the foot of Ye Chen, a 

trace of guard array lines were spreading. 

 

If it weren't for this, the blow of the two terrible strong men would be enough to break the stretch of 

the mountain. 

 

Boom! 

 

Emperor Fenghua's body shook and flew upside down. His original body trembled violently, and the 

strange and rampant laughter became more and more terrifying: 

 

"Hahahaha, hahahaha!" 

 

"You all have to die!" 

 

"No, the mountain gate is attacked!" 

 

The battle between Jiang Meiyin and Emperor Fenghua, the visions of heaven and earth triggered by the 

two top powers are very terrible. Even if they are thousands of miles apart, the sky is turning into 

fragments and falling constantly. 

 

They were ordered to wander around here. Now there is a war in the hall of silence, even if they want to 

return. 

 

Suddenly! 

 

The sound of cranes exploded, and even the breath of heaven and earth Avenue was stagnant. 

 

"Crane old, why, who gave you the courage to make such a big fuss near my silence hall?" 

 



The elder of jimie hall looked gloomy. He saw that half of the wings were falling like a canopy, and the 

snow-white wings were flashing countless starlight. Every drop would tear the earth! 

 

Boom! 

 

Boom! 

 

Within a thousand miles, the snow-white plumes stand like ten thousand swords, just like the Jiutian 

waterfall rushing down. 

 

"Dare you!" 

 

The elder of jimie hall led the crowd to break through. The people here were by no means ordinary 

people. A dozen divine rainbow surged, and their voices were like thunder. The sound of the rainbow 

shattered the sky, and the fierce light blotted out the sun, and ten thousand laws collided. 

 

For a time, there was a stalemate! 

 

"Old crane, if you indulge in my silence hall, you will taste the bitter fruit!" 

 

The elder of the silence hall smiled viciously. 

 

…… 

 

In Yunmeng city. 

 

"What!" 

 

Emperor fall 
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Bang! 

 

A blood fog exploded, and an elder was so easily destroyed. 

 

"Dare you!" 

 

The elder of jimie hall was extremely angry. This strange heaven and earth suppressed their power of 

law, and all laws did not show, and even the flesh and blood of the immeasurable powerful could not 

regenerate! 

 

"Cough!" 

 

Old crane's body was harvested like a ghost, and once again beheaded the head of a silent hall elder. He 

coughed a mouthful of blood, and his face was a little pale. 

 

"This array is so terrifying that even I can't completely resist it. How can the Lord of reincarnation carve 

such a terrifying killing array with the help of the array formula?" 

 

At this time, he Lao was more suspicious. Such a celestial phenomenon was really too weird. The 

heavens were throbbing. Was the Lord of reincarnation really so rebellious? 

 

Have you ever seen the existence behind Brahma's divine power? 

 

If you hadn't witnessed it with your own eyes, how could you copy this array to such a degree that the 

illusion came true! 

 

"Kill!" 

 



"Kill!" 

 

"Kill!" 

 

...... 

 

meanwhile. 

 

Over the hall of silence, a flicker of killing came faintly, and Jiang Meiyin couldn't help looking sideways. 

That breath was too eye-catching. 

 

Boundless killing is rampant! 

 

"Is it his means?" Glancing at Ye Chen not far away, Jiang Meiyin once again turned her eyes to Emperor 

Fenghua: 

 

"It seems that the rest of your silence hall should be wiped out!" 

 

"Next is you!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin, who was integrated into all the ways of the road, could tear the void and shrink into an 

inch. As soon as she pointed out, the brilliance of the moment was printed in the center of the 

emperor's eyebrows. 

 

Ding! 

 

With a crisp sound, the spirit of emperor Fenghua was broken by a finger, exploded into light and rain, 

and the body collapsed like meat and mud slowly fell to the ground. 

 

"It's over!" 



 

Jiang Meiyin murmured softly. 

 

Ye Chen at the bottom frowned. All this was too smooth, as if he were walking along the road paved by 

others! 

 

"Not good!" 

 

"Go back!" 

 

Ye Chen shouted loudly, and suddenly the blood light rose again, and the entire inch of land under the 

gate of the silent hall was dyed red, and a vast force rushed into the sky. 

 

"I really should thank you for helping me solidify my soul and completely get rid of the shackles of that 

body!" 

 

"Jiang Meiyin!" 

 

A faint voice echoed between heaven and earth, which was Emperor's style. 

 

There was no previous embarrassment. At the moment, he was flashing a faint lingering light, which was 

a spirit. 

 

"Hum, it's just a spirit!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin snorted coldly and stepped out a few feet away with a killing intention. 

 

At the moment, Zhu Yuan's body trembled slightly, and the pressure was so overwhelming that even the 

earth was falling. 

 



The wind was raging, and thousands of thunder seemed to hover overhead. The light of lightning 

intertwined reflected Jiang Meiyin's beautiful face. 

 

"Jiang Meiyin!" 

 

A faint light flashed, and Emperor Fenghua's whole person was like a furnace. The whole body was full 

of brilliance, fearless of the pressure of the world, looking at Jiang Meiyin in the distance. 

 

"The spirit didn't break. No wonder, you should hide the means. Let's end the past!" 

 

Although she was a little surprised that a spirit had such combat power, Jiang Meiyin obviously didn't 

care. Anyway, she would kill him! 

 

"Emperor seal, up!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua roared, but he didn't see the wind moving in all directions. "Hmm? That leaf wind 

powder, it didn't work?" 

 

"Previously, the power in Zhu Yuan's body also disappeared inexplicably. Now it's your emperor 

Haishan!" 

 

"It's you!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua's eyes were transmitted to Ye Chen. At the moment when his eyes scanned, Zhu Yuan 

was covered with mottled cracks. Even if ye Chen had the reincarnation holy soul heaven protector, it 

was a little uncomfortable. 

 

This guy, so terrible? 

 

The eyes flashed again, shaking like thousands of thunder, and even Taishen was a little palpitating. The 

incomparable mountains seemed to be weak and trembling like chaff, and could not be lifted by the 

bones of a person in front of him. 



 

Boom! 

 

A purple awn burst into the sky, and the blood mist grew. The purple God in the purple shirt stood in 

front of Ye Chen. The purple robe with hunting noise swung with the breath of the avenue. The God was 

resisting the emperor's elegance with his own momentum. 

 

"Senior!" 

 

For a moment, ye Chen took a deep breath, ran Mingyu Heart Sutra, and urged Tianxian Koi to copy. 

 

Strips of fairy carp with jade luster began to swim around Ye Chen, releasing bursts of warm, jade like 

breath. 

 

Under the nourishment of this breath, the pressure from emperor Fenghua gradually calmed down. 

 

Taishen nodded gently, looked at the void with burning eyes, and stared at emperor Fenghua without 

saying a word. 

 

"You want to stop me?" 

 

Emperor Fenghua disdained a smile and wanted to do it. 

 

"Facing me, you dare to be distracted!" 

 

Between the lightning and flint, Jiang Meiyin was surrounded by regular fog, wrapped in her faint body, 

and the surging breath of the power of thousands of roads on her side surged. 

 

"Destroy!" 

 



Jiang Meiyin said the word "destroy", and in an instant, the fierce light surged and plundered the sky, 

and the divine light seemed to tear the world apart. 

 

Even if it was as strong as emperor Fenghua, he didn't dare to shake it. He put down his intention for 

Taishen and ye Chen, and turned to fight. 

 

Boom! 

 

Even Taishen was shocked by this blow, and his body trembled slightly. 

 

And ye Chen on the side, if it weren't for the protection of the breath of God beside him, I'm afraid his 

blood would surge. 

 

Jiang Meiyin's blow was only aimed at emperor Fenghua. The terrible killing light seemed to be born in 

response to the disaster outside the sky and wanted to overturn the world. It was like a bunch of milky 

way hanging upside down, dividing the world in two. At that end, life separated the two worlds! 

 

Emperor Fenghua's cold eyes greeted him, and around him, the bloody chain of order wrapped around 

him, blocking the endless killing for him, but also breaking up at the same time. 
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Ten thousand runes faintly fell to the sky, and fell thickly, which was the collapse of the sky here. 

 

Click! 

 

The sound was crisp, and ye Chen only felt his eyes blurred, and everything became no longer clear and 

hazy. 

 

At the end of the hazy light that day, chaos rolled and martial arts collapsed, which was as intense as 

reopening this world! 



 

Ye Chen has never seen a master fight. He has seen the level of the ancient emperor of feather. 

 

But at present, Jiang Meiyin's fight with emperor Fenghua makes him have a deeper understanding of 

martial arts! 

 

"Nine days Galaxy sword, cut!" 

 

The gorgeous white skirt danced, and the general trend of the whole world danced with the steps of the 

beauty. The bright star river outside the original day suddenly turned into a sword light. 

 

Hiss! 

 

The flash of light dissipated in an instant. With half of nothingness dispersed, a sword cut into powder! 

 

Poof! 

 

The countless bloody Avenue God chains on the side of emperor Fenghua's body were cut to pieces, and 

the terrible sword scar reflected his spirit body, tore straight, and almost cut his waist. 

 

A sword, peerless! 

 

"Is this their power?" 

 

Too God can't help but shock. He has seen a lot of wars of the strong, but it's the first time that such 

destruction and impact. 

 

"Tick!" 

 

The sound of blood dripping echoed in the silent world after the collapse. 



 

"How can it be? He is just a spirit, but he is full of vitality." 

 

Too God uttered a sound of horror, which was quite different from the emperor's demeanor he had 

previously seen. 

 

"Elder, do you mean that the dead spirit is gone?" 

 

Ye Chen on the side also asked aloud. From the view of Taishen, it was completely two people. 

 

"Well, he was really dead before. It was the result of spiritual pressure. It would never be false!" 

 

"Even when the appearance appeared in front of us just now, although it was embarrassed, it didn't 

have the unique smell, the smell of the dead!" 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and said, "he is not emperor Fenghua!" 

 

"In other words, we were caught in the trap at the beginning." 

 

Tai Shen raised his eyes and wanted to say something, but he pressed it. Listening, ye Chen then 

analyzed: 

 

"This guy has hidden a force!" 

 

"It was Zhu Yuan's body that was swallowed up by the God coffin. It should be his move, which was 

spoiled by me!" 

 

"And the leaf scattered, so he just wanted to kill me." 

 



Ye Chen looked around and said, "he's using force. He can't completely control this force, but it can be 

used to hold us down and give up!" 

 

"No!" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head. The appearance of emperor seal was only accidental. Even if there was no God, 

he would not be reconciled to fate. That force 

 

"It's an array!" 

 

Ye Chen pointed to the heaven and earth and said to the Taishen, "elder generation, Jiang Meiyin's 

sword can almost kill a field, but it has not broken the sect protection array of the silence hall!" 

 

"The power of enchantment still exists!" 

 

Tai Shen's eyes coagulated: "this eye is the source of the seal's power. Emperor Fenghua, the real body 

is hidden there. The guy in front of him is not him!" 

 

"Yes, it makes sense. In the face of emperor Yin, he chose to shake Jiang Meiyin instead of giving up!" 

 

"We have to find him!" 

 

Boom! 

 

Jiang Meiyin's terrifying blow, which turned 10000 swords, was resisted by 'Emperor Fenghua', and he 

did not die. 

 

"Jie Jie, come again!" 

 

The body cut open by the power of Da Dao was slowly healed and regenerated. Emperor Fenghua 

smiled, and Da Dao's wound was healed, and his blood surged towards Jiang Meiyin again. 



 

Jiang Mei's long skirt swayed gently, her two fingers condensed the universe, and the ten thousand gods 

were even more impressive than the sword Qi that crisscrossed the heavens. She tore open the curtain 

of heaven, and split the inch of land at the foot of the silent hall together. The picture was very shocking, 

as if two fingers easily tore the world in half. 

 

Emperor Fenghua's long hair danced. Facing Jiang Meiyin's crazy attack and killing, he fought with the 

same level of terror cultivation, just like the demon from hell, and fought against the amazing xuanmie 

hall Lord. 

 

No one could have predicted that the situation would be like this. Emperor Fenghua, who should have 

reached the end of the crossbow, had such means. Such combat power is nothing compared with the 

peak. 

 

At that moment, even if there was a moment of sword Qi flying, 
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…… 

 

At the same time, another place. 

 

"Master, something's wrong!" 

 

Both emperor Chen and Emperor Luo were livid, looking at the scene of blood rushing into the sky in 

front of them. There was a world-renowned war breaking out there. 

 

The strength of bone and blood resisted the ten thousand suppression, and the billows broke out, 

attracting the attention of many regions in the world, looking at the bloody space outside the sky. 

 

"I want to see how many kilograms a woman can have!" 



 

Emperor Fenghua disdained cold hum, and his spine turned into a sharp sword and held it tightly in his 

hand. What made people shudder was that the surging flesh and blood ate the blade, nourishing the red 

blood awn, as thick as magma, which was very terrible. 

 

Zheng! 

 

The red blood light was like a giant beast with tusks protruding. It roared unevenly and devoured the 

void. It was brilliant and powerful. It looked like nothing, and fell with a blow. 

 

Countless red fangs turned into woven nets to cover the sky, and regarded the earth as a melting pot. 

The blood coagulated, bound to Jiang Meiyin, and wanted to seal up the world together! 

 

Qiang! 

 

Jiang Meiyin was a girl, but her eyebrows were surprisingly calm. The whole person exuded a seven 

color divine awn, which coagulated like a rainbow. With her body as a sword, she pushed forward and 

cleaved on the blood curtain that covered the sky. 

 

The vertical and horizontal sword Qi is rampant, and the bright light is sputtering. 

 

Boom. 

 

"Lock God!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin obviously recognized the means of emperor Fenghua, but she was more shocked: "how can 

this ancestor be in your hands?" 

 

Suo shentie, in the age of the nine gods, was definitely a big weapon to kill enemies on the battlefield in 

the past. Countless strong people fell down, and the blood essence was drained and refined by the 

weaved net. 

 



With the power of connecting heaven and earth, this net can also suppress, lock heaven and earth, and 

bind the gods. 

 

Of course, in the hands of emperor Fenghua, it is obviously unable to play its former ferocity. No matter 

how powerful the ancestor is, it is also related to the user. 

 

In any case, this once feared deity is extremely terrifying. 

 

Hiss! 

 

Jiang Meiyin stabbed out with a sword, and there was blood flowing faintly between the lines of the 

woven net, flashing a light golden light. It was the residual blood of countless strong people in the past, 

and today, it is still overwhelming. 

 

"Evil intentions, all souls are sad!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin was fearless, and she met the terrible thing with her arms and hands. The slender jade 

palm was patted out one after another, and the vast Tao was meant to rise in the wind in the sky. 

 

She could see that it was not something that could be urged by such villains as emperor Fenghua. 

Although the power was unparalleled, it was not enough to be in case of peak. 

 

"This guy is very strange and has been passive defense!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin had doubts in her heart, which was quite different from the emperor's elegance he had 

always known. 

 

Click! 

 

Under the woven net that was bound by God, the blood that exuded from the past without God was 

completely suppressed, and Jiang Meiyin's offensive did not reduce, but was cut off with another sword. 

 



The buzzing voice stirred the void, and the invincible lock God binding unexpectedly burst into endless 

brilliance, opening from the middle and being cut apart. 

 

"How possible!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua's face was livid. Although he knew that he could not exert all his powers in those 

years, there seemed to be a certain will that made it difficult for him to urge this treasure. 

 

Hum! 

 

Hum! 

 

Emperor Fenghua's whole body glittered with the previous concise chain of rules, turned into shackles 

and walked out, and heaven and earth felt the pressure. 

 

"In that case, Jiang Meiyin, I'll see you off!" 

 

He laughed wildly, and regardless of Jiang Meiyin's killing momentum, he opened his arms to pull 

everything in the world into chains. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, ye Chen obviously found something here. 

 

"Is it here?" 

 

As Taishen walked, a trace of uneasiness rose in his heart. This place seemed to be connected to the 

nine hell. The stairs under his feet did not end, leading to the dark world on the other side. 

 

Gusts of cold wind came, and even ye Chen frowned. 



 

"Here we are!" 

 

A little light appeared at the end of the eye, thumb size, cold and dazzling. 

 

This is a space of only a few feet on one side, and only an altar stands in the middle, emitting a cold 

smell. 

 

Around this space, there is a mysterious and strange force, which seems to vaguely restrict the 

circulation of the breath of heaven and earth, giving people a feeling of suffocation. 

 

"Here you are at last!" 

 

A faint sigh sounded, and then in the darkness covered by the shadow, a human figure stepped out. 

Before it came, the breath of death seeped like a shadow. 

 

Creak! 

 

The few steps that seemed sparse and ordinary were a burst of abnormal noise from the decaying body 

of itself, which seemed to fall apart at any time. 

 

"Haha, even if such a person is neither human nor ghost, I am still half son of this day. After today, I will 

be born again!" 

 

The one who speaks is also emperor Fenghua! 

 

Obviously, here is the real imperial style! 

 

Emperor Fenghua's face was a little whiter than the first snow in winter. His distorted facial features 

were almost stacked together, and his smile was very strange. 

 



"You should have fallen a long time ago?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, as if he had seen through some cause and effect, and sighed softly. 

 

Sure enough, it was not the real emperor Fenghua who fought with Jiang Meiyin. The emperor Fenghua 

in front of him persisted in the world, and even the spirit almost collapsed. Sheng Sheng changed his life 

with an unnatural means to protect the last breath. 

 

"No!" 

 

"I am an immortal existence!" 

 

Emperor Fenghua seemed to be stabbed in the pain, and with a sharp drink, his eyes that were about to 

fall out of his eyes turned white, staring at Ye Chen. 

 

"All this is your fault. If you don't stop it on that day in the Qinglai domain, the power in Zhu Yuan's body 

will cause a riot. I will use that power to really regenerate! That boy is also my container!" 
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"Damn you!" 

 

Resentments rose everywhere, gathered in this small four-dimensional space, too God blocked in front 

of Ye Chen, purple brilliance bloomed, and the stars hung upside down in the palm, containing heaven 

and earth. 

 

"You have already lost your nature and are unrepentant!" 

 

Taishen shouted angrily and slapped it out, as if holding up another world in his hand, he flashed 

towards the mysterious altar. 



 

Bang! 

 

A dull sound came out, but it was like a stone falling into the deep sea, causing half a ripple, and then 

disappeared. 

 

"This!" 

 

Even ye Chen couldn't help but be moved. How can we say that Taishen was also a strong man? In this 

space, he was suppressed? 

 

The power of that rule seems to communicate with heaven and earth and suppress the power of the 

great spirit. This altar is very evil, so it can survive here. 

 

"Emperor Fenghua, do you think that if you really attract the power in Zhu Yuan's body in Qinglai 

domain, you can be reborn?" 

 

Ye Chen took a hard step forward, stood side by side with Taishen, and looked directly at the man who 

was already a 'monster' in front of him. 

 

He gave Ye Chen the feeling that he was like an indescribable monster living in the real world. 

 

"If I guessed correctly, you should have listened to the temptation of some monsters that exist in the 

world of nothingness. The existence of that statue of nothingness and space will completely devour you. 

Now you can't resist the half wisp of will that it escapes, and you still want to reincarnate?" 

 

Every word killed his heart, and the emperor Fenghua shouted loudly: 

 

"Nonsense!" 

 

"I'm nonsense? Don't dream. Do you really think that the force you triggered can seize Zhu Yuan and 

then untie the seal of that place?" 



 

Ye Chen sneered, some disdain, his pale mouth pulled a radian, and then said, "what Qinglai domain, 

don't you just want to open the seal of the dead place and release that thing?" 

 

"You!" Emperor Fenghua widened his eyes, "how can you know the dead place?" 

 

Now such a peerless secret is blurted out by a young man like this, how can he not be shocked? 

 

"It's just for that power. Do you really think you can open the seal with your layout?" 

 

Although Ye Chen was unable to calm down the powerful momentum in his chest, his mouth was still 

light and light, and he disdained to say, "Saint Qi scroll, you are not qualified to take charge!" 

 

Boom! 

 

With a bang, the battle outside the sky became more and more intense. Ye Chen and Taishen looked at 

each other and killed towards the body of emperor Fenghua. 

 

"Boy, you want to die!" 

 

The furious emperor Fenghua wanted to mobilize the rule suppression between heaven and earth here, 

but he found that there was no fluctuation. 

 

"Why?" 

 

Taishen stepped forward with an arrow step, two fingers and sword, and a purple awn instantly cut off 

the emperor Fenghua's head. 

 

"I am immortal!" 

 



A roar resounded and was extremely sad. Even if the head was cut off, the Immortal Emperor Fenghua 

was unwilling to drink angrily. Seeing that the broken body was about to be reorganized, the breath of 

the emperor's seal spread in the center of Taishen's eyebrows, and the emperor Fenghua's body was 

blunt! 

 

Ye Chen saw the right time, "Daqian Chonglou palm, broken!" 

 

Ye Chen's right hand blasted out, and the tower exploded with a violent momentum. 

 

"The breath of imperial seal!" 

 

Emperor Luo and Emperor Chen, who had already arrived, had been peeping in the dark. They felt the 

fluctuation of emperor seal. In an instant, two figures appeared and attacked Ye Chen and others. 

 

In the void, another 'Emperor Fenghua' attacked and killed, and Jiang Meiyin, who was about to shake, 

instantly turned around and looked for emperor Luo and the two. 

 

Boom! 

 

That self exploding attack, the breath is too terrible, so that emperor Chen, the immeasurable strong, is 

as painful as the soul was torn, and the emperor's face sank: 

 

"Death!" 

 

When Emperor Luo waved his hand, he made 10000 laws surging. He got the original true solution in the 

ancestral hall. When he raised his hands and feet, Jin mang broke into the void and nailed the body of 

'Emperor Fenghua' firmly into the void. 

 

Bang! 

 

Who knew that the 'Emperor Fenghua' split was suddenly self exploding, and the blood light was surging 

all over the sky, and this field was going to be pierced! 



 

Boom! 

 

The wave of terror swept the whole area instantly. At the sound, everything was annihilated into flying 

ash, and this field was almost completely extinct. 

 

In the dilapidation, everything returned to the ruins, and two human figures floated in the void. Looking 

at the eyes of ordinary people, they crossed the inch by inch blackened earth under their feet and 

turned into ashes, looking for something. 

 

"Jiang Meiyin, come out!" 

 

The emperor in green shirt stood with his hands down, and the emerald skirt was not even stained with 

half the dust, like an independent relegated fairy. The black emperor dust beside him was a little 

embarrassed, but under the protection of emperor Luo, not even a wound had been added. 

 

Bang. 

 

With a dull sound, Jiang Meiyin rushed up from the ruins, and her cold eyes looked at the emperor's 

owner in front of her. 

 

At the moment, Jiang Meiyin was not so lucky. She had already experienced the war with 'Emperor 

Fenghua', but also stubbornly resisted the guy's self explosion. She wore a white skirt, half of which was 

stained with blood, and her face was pale. 

 

"You did a good job!" 

 

Emperor Luo nodded slightly and continued, "but you shouldn't do things by yourself. Fortunately, 

nothing went wrong." 

 

His eyes glanced vaguely at the endless ruins on the ground. Emperor Chen saw it, his body flashed, and 

leaned toward his feet. 



 

"Is it your people who besiege the elders of the jimie temple over there?" 

 

The emperor dropped his eyebrows and said faintly. 

 

"Yes!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin nodded softly, "I don't know the emperor's master, what are you looking for?" 

 

"Imperial seal!" Emperor Luo smiled and went straight. 

 

"Are you trying to stop me?" Seeing Jiang Meiyin's appearance, how can emperor Luo, who has always 

been skilled in calculation, know? 

 

Since she attacked the silence hall without authorization, she was no longer the domestic dog that the 

emperor family was going to keep. 

 

"I didn't want to tear my face with you like this. Forget it, Emperor Yin can't run away here. Kill the 

injured you first, and then find it!" 

 

Emperor Luo clapped his hands indifferently, calmly smiling on his face. 

 

"Emperor Luo, do you really think you are invincible?" 

 

Jiang Meiyin's body rushed up, holding the incomplete ancestor weapon in her hand. It was the weapon 

held by the previous' Emperor Fenghua ', which was locked by God! 

 

"With my blood, sacrifice!" 

 

"Kill the sky and the remnant spirit, now!" 



 

The charming voice shouted angrily, and drops of blood essence poured in, and the blood colored 

woven net covering the sky reappeared, and the terrible wave pierced the space, and the sound of 

fragmentation surged. 

 

The strength of emperor Luo knew in her heart that she would be defeated if she was injured at present. 

 

Only this incomplete ancestor can delay for a while. 

 

"Kill the sky and the remnant spirit, now!" 

 

In an instant, the wind and thunder surged, and the sky was as bright as a mirror, bursting with blood 

light, faintly hanging upside down, and the dazzling light turned into a corner of the past. 

 

Roar! 

 

Roar! 

 

The distant sky resounded through the ancient war song. The melody collapsed the sky, and the drizzle 

of blood fell. Under the endless ruins, the piled bones were nourished by it, and the body shape of the 

war soul rose from the ground, which was very frightening. 

 

"I see. Is it the remnant image of the battlefield of Zhu Tian?" 

 

Emperor Luo whispered softly. How could he know this infernal scene? 
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"It's interesting to be bound by God!" 



 

"Jiang Meiyin, what kind of alien do you think I am?" The smile on emperor Luo's face appeared, and the 

golden light of the avenue behind him swayed towards the sky man. He said in a deep voice: 

 

"Kill the sky and the remnant spirit?" 

 

"So what!" 

 

When Emperor Luo raised his hand, the mysterious ancient Rune roared like a meteorite outside the 

sky. Everywhere he waved it, everything fell. 

 

"It seems that the emperor family has been underestimated." 

 

Jiang Meiyin swallowed a mouthful of spit, it is hard to imagine that this emperor's means are so 

powerful. 

 

The origin of the imperial family can be traced back to the age of the nine gods! 

 

Ka! 

 

Ka! 

 

Ka! 

 

Countless surging golden light Rune seal cutting was written into the void, and even the originally 

turbulent and vast killing storm was instantly stopped. 

 

"My emperor's family is the thousands of meritorious deeds on the battlefield against Wuwu. Up to 

now, our ancestors are still fighting. Even if it is the souls of heroes, my emperor's family is 

disrespectful!" 

 



The emperor's eyes twinkled: "because of my family, there is still blood to kill the sky!" 

 

In the ancestral hall, Emperor Luo and the dead emperor Xin were inherited. After emperor Xin's body 

fell, the original true solution, which was originally divided into two by Emperor's ancestors, was in the 

hands of emperor Luo. Although he did not fully understand refining, it was also an opportunity against 

heaven in this world. 

 

Boom! 

 

The golden awn of the original God's true solution opened, and the emperor fell like a relegated fairy. A 

few fingers curled around, and the mysterious Rune appeared, devouring the endless blood light. 

 

"It is incumbent on us to reproduce the glory of the battlefield of Zhu Tian!" 

 

The emperor's falling voice echoed, the golden awn was bright, and the war spirits that had been 

constantly condensing melted one after another. 

 

"Although the lock God tie is strong, with my strength, it is far from being able to exert its power. 

Moreover, this ancestor is originally a remnant!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin was in charge of the emperor's army, and she could feel its emotions. Although the 

emperor in front of her was an enemy, the emperor's family and Zihuang fairy palace all existed in 

cooperation. 

 

"Jiang Meiyin, give you a chance to submit to the emperor. I can protect the xuanmie hall from 

generation to generation. If you want to soar one day, I can also take you!" 

 

"You should know that the emperor will not send you to wuwuwuspacetime!" 

 

The voice of emperor Luo came again, threatening and pressing people, which can't be refused. 

 

"Dream!" 



 

Jiang Meiyin flatly refused. She clenched her hand tightly, and she wanted to stand up again. 

 

Emperor Luo raised his hand and shot, a golden road mark instantly hit her chest, and the floating white 

skirt exploded a blood mist, almost suffocating! 

 

"Cough!" 

 

The beauty's body fell like a broken kite, the blood bloom on her chest almost destroyed her beautiful 

face, and the plum blossom seal in her left eye flickered faintly and was about to go out. 

 

Boom! 

 

Under the endless dust, the scorched and inky waste soil set off layers of ripples. The black waves 

wanted to be on a par with the sky, and a figure appeared in the vast wave center! 

 

"Purple lightning God thunder knife! Human emperor holy knife!" 

 

It's Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen took advantage of this opportunity to gather the thunder light in his hand, and turned into a 

few purple lightning blades, mercilessly killing the emperor. 

 

At the same time, he also pulled out some of the emperor's holy knives! 

 

Double knives and one! 

 

After all this, the power of the iron throne was immediately stimulated, mixed with the magic power of 

the vast starry sky, and turned into a vast and invincible Steel Star dome. The cold starlight continued to 

bloom and shine on the whole world. 

 



"Presumptuous!" 

 

Seeing this, Emperor Chen in black shouted and slapped Ye Chen. 

 

"Wait a minute." 

 

Emperor Luo hurried to stop loudly, and Da Dao jinmang came with momentum to save emperor Chen, 

but it was too late. He saw emperor Chen in black near Ye Chen, and his pupil flashed a trace of horror, 

which was cut off half of his body by a sword. 

 

Now ye Chen has been blessed by the God tablet of the emperor of heaven. How terrible it is! 

 

Hiss! 

 

Together with the original true solution of emperor Luo, Jin mang was affected for a few points. 

 

Countless thunders continued to fall, and the thunder sea hanging above the nine days was reflected in 

this blow, dark and terrible. 

 

The knife that came from driving the thunder sea has the general trend of forging ahead and smashing 

through the world. 

 

Roar! 

 

Roar! 

 

Roar! 

 

Ye Chen's state was not good either, and directly took Jiang Meiyin, who was injured, into the thunder 

sea to meet with Taishen. 



 

Boom. 

 

"Cut!" 

 

"Reincarnation order, kill everything!" 

 

Vaguely, in the depths of the vast thunder sea, black figures came out one after another, unable to peep 

into their faces. Some even broke their hands and feet, but their backs were Cang ting and vast. 

 

Shua Shua! 

 

The thunder sea danced and circled, and every soul of the war used its body as a blade to form a dark 

knife, which reached the emperor. 

 

"Hum, play tricks!" 

 

Emperor Luo, who was close to the wave robbery, glanced at emperor Chen, who was temporarily free 

of life danger. Looking back again, the breath of his body soared, and he wanted to save face. 

 

Many thunders soared, and the golden awns behind the emperor surged, turned into a golden seal, and 

bombarded away. 

 

Boom. 

 

However, Emperor Luo did not see the expected result. 

 

"Damn, if there is the blessing of the real imperial seal power, I can easily break all this!" 

 

Emperor's teeth closed tightly and his eyes burned. 



 

After a few interest, everything dispersed. 

 

"It's you!" 

 

Emperor Luo was horrified. In front of him, it was none other than ye Chen and Taishen. 

 

And Jiang Meiyin, who was seriously injured, collapsed in a coma! 

 

"Emperor yinzuli, suppress!" 

 

At the Dantian of Taishen, the purple light wrapped an ancient seal, showing the void, the endless sea of 

thunder surged, and the emperor fell out with one hand. 

 

That's the imperial seal he dreamed of! 

 

Hum! 

 

In an instant, a mysterious line slowly appeared in the center of their eyebrows, flashing faintly in the 

crown, too God for purple, Emperor for blue. 
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"Zuyin shackles?" 

 

A trace of fear flashed in the depths of the emperor's eyes. Has he refined the emperor's seal? 

 

The power of that shackle, even the real Immortal Emperor, can't get rid of it, but it's just a cage bird. 



 

The spiritual power around the emperor was suppressed, and the golden amulet that suppressed 

thousands of ways was also reduced sharply. 

 

"No!" 

 

"I don't accept my fate!" 

 

He roared and struggled constantly, and the chain mark in the center of his eyebrows turned out to be 

slowly peeling and cracking. 

 

"Hahaha, dihaishan, it seems that you haven't completely controlled Diyin!" 

 

"Trying to suppress me?" 

 

Seeing that the light of the imperial seal at the Taishen Dantian became weaker and weaker, ye Chen 

frowned, immediately pulled out the Shenxi Heavenly Sword, and cut it forward. 

 

A sharp sword, with sacred brilliance, fiercely chopped down to the emperor. 

 

He had a lesson from emperor Chen's past 


